6L Quality Work

These are

Our ‘Non-negotiables’

#no excuses

- Rule up each page in red pen
- Write the date and a heading/title of each section of the homework
- Use neat handwriting at all times
- Complete all the tasks on the homework thoroughly—remember ‘sorry I didn’t see that bit’ is not a good reason
- Proof read and edit your completed work
- Set your work out clearly. There’s no need to ‘bunch it up’
- Paste all sheets into your books
- Hand in work on time
- Stay focused and on task
- Use correct punctuation and paragraphs in your writing
- Always include working out in your maths homework
- Be creative
- Be responsible and look after all your work and your books
- Ask someone for assistance if you don’t understand
- Never graffiti the cover or pages of your work

And...ALWAYS DO YOUR BEST